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What I’ll cover this afternoon:

• Why the public service’s ICT strategy is so dependent 
on data;

• What is being done to create better and more 
transparent data stewardship;

• The potential and challenges of AI for Government
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“Access to data is crucial for competition and innovation in the digital economy – not only 
for businesses, but also for governments and individuals. Overall, data access and sharing 
is estimated to generate social and economic benefits worth between 0.1% and 1.5% of 
gross domestic product (GDP), in the case of public sector data, and between 1% and 
2.5% of GDP when also including private-sector data.” OECD 2019

AI success, like digital success, is 
largely about data:



• The Data Sharing and Governance Act (DSGA) will provide a 
fundamental legislative foundation for how public bodies share 
data, allowing more innovative uses of data to be employed in the 
public sector such as the linking of different datasets to develop 
insights that can inform public policies. 

• The Public Service Data Strategy sets out vision for how the Irish 
public sector can improves it data sharing bringing benefits both 
for administration and for businesses. 

Government of Ireland Position:



ArchitectureToday

• Distributed architecture

• Data collected, stored 
and managed 
independently

• Duplication in data 
storage and collection 

• Bi-lateral agreements 
between Public Bodies

• Lack of reuse of data and 
services



Utopia!

• API approach to 
data and services

• Reuse data and 
services (unlock 
silos)

• Data minimisation –
assert over access



How can AI help in Ireland?

“AI is an enabling technology across 
the whole economy, not just the tech 
sector” Artificial Intelligence Ireland Enterprise (AIIE)  2019



“Artificial intelligence and automation will not only create 
more jobs rather than displacing them, but will also result in 
higher value in earnings for professionals” Deloitte 2018

1. Jobs 

2. Services “Countries that offer a strong digital government service, such as 
Estonia and Singapore enjoy strong support – and therefore trust 
and legitimacy – from their populace. Estonia’s state portal, a 
one-stop shop for hundreds of e-services offered by public sector 
organisations, and Singapore’s Smart Nation initiative are just 
two examples of what governments can achieve. Both clearly 
demonstrate how citizens can benefit from better digital public 
services.”  Boston Consulting Group 2018

3. Healthcare etc.
“There’s yet another AI variant, known as “deep learning,” wherein software learns 
to recognize patterns in distinct layers. In healthcare, this mechanism is becoming 
increasingly useful. Because each neural-network layer operates both 
independently and in concert – separating aspects such as color, size and shape 
before integrating the outcomes – these newer visual tools hold the promise of 
transforming diagnostic medicine and can even search for cancer at the individual 
cell level”. Forbes 2018

4. Government Policy

“AI also has the potential to generate substantial economic growth 
and enable governments to provide better and more responsive 
government services while addressing some of the most pressing 
societal challenges”. BSA The Software Alliance 2019



Five Challenges to make it so

“It is the policy of the United States 
Government to sustain and enhance 
the scientific, technological, and 
economic leadership position of the 
United States in AI R&D and 
deployment through a coordinated 
Federal Government strategy” 
Executive Order on Maintaining American Leadership in 
Artificial Intelligence February 2019



1. Getting the right balance between Privacy & Data 
use 

OECD 2019

“While the 2018 Gallup World Poll suggests that trust in government in OECD 
countries is back to pre-crisis levels (45%), it varies widely from above 70% in 
Switzerland and Luxembourg to 20% or less in Greece and Latvia”. OECD 2020



2. Robust Identity Management

“Half of the 7.5 billion people on the planet today have 

no documented identity. They are unable to own 

property, open bank accounts, or obtain formal credit. 

They are at the mercy of unscrupulous actors who prey 

on their economic vulnerability. It may seem outlandish 

to suggest that this is a technology problem, but in large 

part it is.  The basis of all free markets, and democratic 

systems, is the immutability of ownership. Without 

identity there is no ownership. Making identity 

immutable is perhaps the single greatest step we can 

take towards creating a world where everyone has the 

opportunity to extract value from their efforts and 

contributions”.

Tom Koulopoulos (Author and Futurist) 31/12/2019



3. Driving GovTech



4. AI Ethics

“In the past, our society has allowed new 

technologies to diffuse widely without 

adequate ethical guidance or public 

regulation. As revelations about the misuse 

of social media proliferate, it has become 

apparent that the consequences of this 

neglect are anything but benign. If the 

private and public sectors can work 

together, each making its own contribution 

to an ethically aware system of regulation 

for AI, we have an opportunity to avoid 

past mistakes and build a better future.”.

William A. Galston, Brookings Institution 2018



5. Leadership and Governance

“companies will no 
longer need to set up 
facilities in low-cost 
economies, since most 
of the operational 
savings from lower 
labor cost is not relevant 
once automation takes 
over.”
Deloitte 2018

“Powerful forces are transforming societies everywhere—but the structure of most governments remains unchanged. The public sector must 
move away from its siloed design to create a more agile organization—or risk a precipitous decline in effectiveness and legitimacy, according 
to a new report by The Boston Consulting Group (BCG). The report, A Blueprint for the Government of the Future, is being released today.

The report describes four important structural changes for government: the creation of priority clusters that bring together policy areas that 
have significant overlap (such as education and labor), the establishment of functional accelerators to enhance government expertise in areas 
such as AI, the adoption of agile ways of working, and the creation of a single multichannel interface with citizens”.

“The McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) identified the 
adoption of digital technologies as the biggest factor 
in future economic growth:2 it accounts for about 60 
percent of potential productivity growth by 2030. AI 
alone is expected to yield an additional 1.2 percent 
per year in productivity growth from 2017 to 2030. 
By comparison, the steam engine led to productivity 
growth of about 0.3 percent per year from 1850 to 
1910, the application of robots to manufacturing 
generated 0.4 percent each year, and the 
introduction of information and communication 
technologies and early digital technologies in the 
2000s produced an estimated 0.6 percent each year”.
McKinsey 2020



Thanks!


